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“The hearts of the people cry out to the Lord.”
Lamentations 2:18 (NIV)
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1) PTL, last time I asked for courage and wisdom to do ministry
which is what God gave me to deal safely with the drunk man.
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2) We thank the Lord for a great team of part-time staff and
dedicated volunteers. We thank the Lord for the 133 students
that signed up on our website and the 85 that attended the
two Lake Parties. Relationships are beginning!
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3) Pray that the 26 that requested Bible study will want to
come faithfully during the semester. Pray for Ginny, Norm,
Barb, Matt, Angela, Doug, Chinedum, Sean, Jenelle, Jasper,
Sasha and Janine that will be leading these and other study
groups.
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4) We thank the Lord that Tessa was able to get a Bible study
going at EMU with some of her international friends.
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5) We thank the Lord for the M:28 volunteers who help us
reach out to Indians through friendship building. Pray that
some of the service activities (drinking chai, furniture shopping
and delivery, driving lessons, pizza parties, etc) result in
discovery Bible studies starting. Pray that our Saturday M:28
prayer and training meetings draw us close to each other and
to God, so we can work in the power of the Spirit.
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6) Beverly (Lucy's mom): Lucy keeps busy taking her to the
doctors. Pray for healing (lymphoma cancer) and courage!
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7) Finances: Pray for success as we raise new monthly pledges.
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